
Building a wall  to save a village. 



INTRODUCTION/PROBlEM we are trying to solve:

How we can stop lava  from burning villages? We can build a wall to stop the lava 
from flowing into the villages and berning it. The wall will surround the volcano. 
There will also be a tunl connector to the wall. The tunnel will leed to the ocean. 
The lava will go thoreau the tunnel and go the the ocean.  



Research

We researched on a specific place and that place is Hawaii. We picked Hawaii because its iliad 
is a hol volcano. That’s why we choose Hawaii. The lava is a threat to the people and animals 
that live on the island. It is a threat because people are in living in fear that they might die. 



 People that live near volcanoes need places to live because there houses are getting bernd. The 
prototype of the wall that we will make will help the house not get bernd     

Big Question



My prediction is that are prototype wall with a tunnel will lead the fome to the ocean. I think 
that are wall will work because the tunl will lead the lava to the option that is my hypothesis.  

PREDICTION:



Materials 

The materials for 
volcano

.Vinegar

.soap

.baking soda 

.food dy

The materials for village 
.paper
.hot glue gun
.sisers
.paint
.cardboard

The materials for ocean
.hansanatiser
.herjel 
.food dy



Procedure

During  our  experiment the foam went through the tunnel.The fome went to the ocean .The 
village did not get foam on it at all. That is the end of the procedure part



Observations

My observation was with different materials of the solution I got different results.



Graphs/Data

solution Test 1 Test 2 Test 3

Fake lava 1 feet 1.3 feet 1.5 feet



Conclusion

We chose to do the project on volcanoes because volcanoes are dangerous.  The wall was the best 
idea we had. That is why we choose to make the wall. That is the end of are presentation.


